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Dear Parent or Guardian,
This Parent Guide to the Elementary Curriculum is intended to provide a broad overview of the
expectations, core subjects, and experiences that your child will have as he or she progresses
through elementary school. The guide provides a description of the academic standards and
subject matter taught in kindergarten through grade four in Farmington. The Farmington Public
Schools has a strong, comprehensive, standards-based curriculum, which follows the guidelines
of the Common Core for State Standards for both literacy and mathematics and includes
sequential instruction in social studies, science, the arts and physical education.
We hope that this guide serves as an invitation for you to become a partner in your child’s
education. By becoming aware of the curriculum that your child will experience, you have the
unique opportunity to extend your child’s learning through a trip to the library, a visit to a
museum, a walk in the outdoors, or by sharing a bedtime story. When children see that their
parents are interested in what they are learning in school, they in turn place greater value on their
schoolwork.
No single document can fully explain the rich and complex nature of the elementary school
curriculum and instructional goals. We hope that you add to your understanding of the
elementary curriculum by attending open house and curriculum night programs at your child’s
school and by talking with teachers and administrators.
Sincerely,

Kimberly Wynne
Assistant Superintendent

OVERVIEW OF THE
K-4 CURRICULUM
Elementary curriculum in Farmington is designed to promote literacy, develop math skills,
enhance students’ understanding of the world around them, cultivate collaborative and
independent behaviors and work habits, and teach citizenship.
All of Farmington’s curriculum, kindergarten through grade twelve, is developed through
content standards and essential understandings which have been written for each discipline.
These standards define the important knowledge, skills, and understandings we believe all
students must acquire in order to become fully functioning, well-educated citizens. Our skilled
and dedicated teachers are committed to helping all children reach these high standards.
The Farmington reading program is designed to develop skills, strategies, and habits to foster
life-long reading. Students read and discuss high quality texts with teacher guidance and
independently read self-selected “just right books”. Students also read a variety of content texts
in other curriculum areas, such as science, social studies and mathematics.
Writing is integrated into all aspects of the curriculum. Students write in a variety of forms to
communicate information, express opinions, and explore personal understanding of the world.
Students also engage in the process of writing by developing prewriting strategies, composing
drafts, revising, editing and reflecting upon finished work. Students are also provided with
opportunities to develop library, technology, and research skills.
All literacy instruction is based on the following essential understandings:
 Reading and writing require a fundamental knowledge of sounds, letters, words and the
conventions of language to read, write and speak effectively;
 Reading is a thinking process used to construct meaning; and
 Writing is a thinking process used to generate, clarify and communicate ideas.
The Farmington mathematics program focuses on developing students’ skills in many areas of
mathematics. By studying the underlying structure and relationship of numbers and operations
students learn to compute, estimate and solve mathematical problems in meaningful ways.
Instruction emphasizes problem solving strategies and reasoning as students arrive at and justify
mathematical solutions. Students are also helped to make connections among mathematical
concepts to strengthen and further their understanding.
The Farmington science program is designed to help students develop a sense of appreciation
and wonder about our world. Students engage in the practices of science and engineering as they
develop understanding of concepts and big ideas. As students progress through the years, they
will develop enough knowledge to engage in discussions on important issues and become critical
consumers of scientific information related to their lives.
Throughout the elementary curriculum Farmington students are provided opportunities to acquire
the basic knowledge, skills and health literacy related to living a healthy and balanced life.

Across the curriculum students gain the knowledge and confidence to make healthy decisions
and to respect their bodies and minds as well as those of others.
The goal of the Farmington social studies program is to help students become knowledgeable,
thinking, and active citizens. They develop understanding by engaging in inquiry and
investigation about topics related to history, civics, geography, and economics. Students focus
on developing their skills to analyze issues from multiple perspectives, communicate effectively,
and take informed action.
Students in grades K and 1 will be introduced to Spanish for the first time this year. They will
begin to understand and speak basic conversational Spanish, make connections between what
they are learning in Spanish and the content and skills they are learning in their other academic
work, and develop an awareness and an appreciation for other peoples and cultures. In addition
to the long-term practical benefits of learning an additional language, studies have shown that
this early introduction of a world language contributes to the development of the brain’s
executive functioning such as cognitive control, focus, and problem solving.
Farmington elementary students have daily 40-minute classes rotating music, visual arts, and
physical education. The mission of Farmington’s vocal music program encourages students to
perform, create and understand divergent forms of music so that they will enjoy music
throughout their lifetimes. Students develop independent musicianship required to perform
collaboratively, create original compositions, and appreciate music of various cultures. The
visual arts program promotes the development of artistic thinking skills in each individual.
Through practice in production (the making of art), perception (the viewing of art) and reflection
(the evaluation of art and ideas), students develop an understanding of themselves and the world
around them. The elementary physical education program places an emphasis on students
developing the competence, confidence and persistence to find success in increasingly complex
game, dance, gymnastic, exercise and adventure movement environments. Students develop
these movement skills and literacy in order to understand the importance of daily movement in
their lives.
Administrators, teachers, parents, and students work together to make sure each of our
elementary schools has an atmosphere that promotes active learning, student effort, confidence,
cooperation and respect. Each child is given the help needed to learn important content,
demonstrate high levels of achievement, and develop as individuals.

KINDERGARTEN
LANGUAGE ARTS
Reading
The development of literacy is the central focus of the kindergarten program. Throughout the
year, students are immersed in a literature-rich environment. They are introduced to early
concepts of print and provided with direct instruction in learning how to read and comprehend
texts.
The kindergarten reading program includes shared reading, when teachers demonstrate reading
skills and strategies in a relaxed enjoyable group setting; daily story time, when teachers read
aloud quality literature; and independent reading, when students select books for personal
reading. Students participate in guided reading, when small groups of students work with the
teacher to use early reading strategies to read.

Kindergarten students meet the grade level reading standard by demonstrating ability to read and
comprehend text. They have a large core of known words that they recognize automatically
while reading continuous text. They use multiple sources of information; what makes sense,
what sounds right, and what looks right when reading. Students apply letter-sound relationships
and knowledge of how words work in both reading and writing. They use pictures as an
important source of information, and they are beginning to process print with less picture
support. Students are able to talk about the story when reading fiction and about what they
learned when reading nonfiction.

Writing
Kindergarten students recognize the relationship between oral and written language. In other
words, they learn that what they say can be put into print. They begin to understand that letters
represent sounds, words are made by putting letters in purposeful sequences, and sentences are
made of several words. Through exploration and direct instruction in the writing process,
students generate story ideas. A Kindergarten writer expresses ideas in many ways. Students
learn that they can tell a story through the use of drawings, labels, and written words. Direct
instruction in letter formation supports students’ ability to write legibly and fluently. Students
write in three different text types: narrative, informational, and opinion.

MATHEMATICS
Another key focus of the kindergarten program is the development of numerical understanding
by means of manipulating, counting, and comparing sets. Concepts and skills are presented and
explored using concrete materials, hands-on activities, language arts strategies, and visual
representations. By the end of the year, students are solving addition and subtraction stories and
representing them with numbers and symbols.

SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES, AND HEALTH
Kindergarteners will explore concepts about science, social studies, and health throughout the
year. Students will learn through multisensory, open-ended “exploration stations” related to our
themes: “I am a Citizen in my Community; Exploring our World using Senses & Tools (sound,
light, movement); Making Safe, Healthy Choices; and Our Beautiful Earth. As students engage
in imaginative and constructive play tougher, they will make sense of their world and learn to
ask questions, collaborate, reason, and innovate.

WORLD LANGUAGE
Students in Kindergarten will begin to understand and speak basic conversational
Spanish. Students will learn vocabulary and phrases that will allow them to be able to express
basic information about themselves, their daily routines, numbers, animals, and their
environment.

LIBRARY/RESEARCH SKILLS
Kindergarten students are taught how to select appropriate books, replace books on the shelf,
recognize basic library terms and demonstrate responsible book care. Kindergartners are
introduced to a variety of books and authors, and learn to differentiate between fiction and
nonfiction.

MUSIC
The K-4 elementary vocal music curriculum focuses upon the development of independent
musicianship. Singing is the foundation of all music skills as the voice is the instrument.
Music skills are sequentially taught through the musical processes of performing, responding,
creating and connecting. Students develop independent musicianship by learning to read and
write musical notation through grade appropriate songs. Exploring movement and creating new
arrangements of music through song games and rounds allows students to make choices towards
innovative solutions. Students listen and respond to music making cultural connections with
language arts, social studies, art, and science through interdisciplinary learning.
Communicating through the language of music enables students to independently explore the
world around them through self-expression.

VISUAL ARTS
Students in grades K-4 explore and create art work using subject matter of architecture, design,
landscape, portrait, still life, and symbol systems. They have many opportunities to explore a
variety of materials while building and practicing skills and techniques that increase in
complexity with each grade. Art units integrate classroom themes in language arts, social
studies, math, and science, and students develop an ability to transfer and apply knowledge from
one situation to another, which results in deep authentic learning. Following the Arts Propel

model of perception, production and reflection, students gain understanding and appreciation of
the visual arts and their role in the world around them, across cultures and throughout history.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The kindergarten physical education program focuses on helping each student explore their
potential for movement.
The kindergarten student begins to emerge from the movement of early childhood where
movements tend to be more playful than purposeful. Movement for the kindergarten student is
focused on exploring the bodies’ capabilities for manipulating objects and moving and
controlling their body in space. It is here that students begin to see the possibilities for throwing,
kicking, running, rolling, twisting, turning, jumping and landing, etc. These fundamental
movements form the foundation for future participation in games, dance, gymnastics and
adventure based activities. Kindergarten students are provided opportunities to purposefully
practice and explore these possibilities in individual and small group activities. The learning
environment emphasizes effort and exploring as the foundation for success.

FIRST GRADE
LANGUAGE ARTS
Reading
Literacy is the focus of the first grade program. Throughout the year, students work to
strengthen their reading strategies to read and comprehend text. This includes building sight
vocabulary, developing fluency and monitoring and self-correcting reading errors.
Students begin first grade reading stories that are predictable and patterned. As the year
progresses, they read less familiar, less predictable and longer stories. A wide variety of
literature and information texts are used in first grade.

First grade students meet the grade level reading standard by demonstrating ability to read and
comprehend text read orally as well as silently. They have a large core of known words that they
recognize automatically while reading continuous text. They use multiple sources of
information; what makes sense, what sounds right, and what looks right when reading. Students
apply letter-sound relationships and knowledge of how words work in both reading and writing.
On familiar texts they read fluently with phrasing, using the punctuation. They use pictures as an
important source of information, and they are beginning to process print with less picture
support. Students are able to talk about the story when reading fiction and about what they
learned when reading non-fiction.

Writing
In first grade, the writing program focuses on writing as a means of personal expression and as a
way to convey meaning. Using the writing process, students have the opportunity to think
(brainstorm for ideas and topics), plan (using pictures and labels), draft a piece, re-read and
check their own writing, master early language and writing conventions and share their writing
with others.
Students have the opportunity to write for a specific purpose and should be able to answer the
questions: What is your story about? What is the purpose of this piece? Students write in three
different text types: narrative, informational, and opinion.

MATHEMATICS
Students continue to develop skills and concepts using manipulatives and clear visual models. A
solid foundation of number sense is built during this important year. Students develop
understanding by moving from the use of concrete materials to pictorial representations to
abstract notation. Students are encouraged to practice and apply concepts, solve challenging
problems, and explain their thinking both orally and in writing. They work with numbers within
100 by comparing, ordering, and adding/subtracting them. They use objects, pictures and
symbols develop skills and concepts about number and to justify their thinking. Concepts about
multiplication and division are introduced by the end of the year. Throughout the first grade
experience, the emphasis is on deep understanding which is characterized by flexible thinking
and problem solving.

SCIENCE
In first grade, children study two science units: Weather and Organisms. Students work on the
practices of developing and using models, analyzing and interpreting data, and participating in
the engineering process. They develop understanding of how we can observe and describe
patterns in our world as well as how organisms have structures with related functions that help
them survive.
During the weather unit, first graders collect data about the daily changes in wind, cloud cover,
precipitation, and temperature. They observe and describe patterns over time and use scientific
information to make decisions about their lives. Students also participate in the engineering
process of designing, building, and testing tools (to measure wind and precipitation). In order to
learn about states of matter, first graders observe evaporation over time and read related text. As
a culminating project, students make observations and collect data about the conditions of areas
around the school. They analyze the pros and cons of each area and collaboratively decide which
one would be best for a class event. Students write letters to their teachers explaining their
decisions and supporting them with evidence.
During the organisms unit, first graders create and study models of land and water habitats.
Through literature and class discussions, they learn what it means to be alive and what plants and
animals need to live. By observing, writing, and drawing, students develop the understanding
that each organism has structures and each structure has a function that helps meet its needs.
Students compare and contrast woodland and water organisms in order to learn about patterns in
nature.

HEALTH
In first grade, students learn about the food pyramid and how to select healthy snacks and the
importance of daily physical activity, obeying safety rules at school, home and in the
neighborhood. Basic hygiene is also reinforced. Students learn the importance of treating others
with respect, and how to express feelings in appropriate ways. They practice ways to refuse

things that are not good for them. The Farmington Youth Officer teaches bicycle safety and
stranger safety; the Farmington Fire Department teaches fire safety.

SOCIAL STUDIES
“Citizenship and Community” and “Maps: People and Places” are the themes of the first grade
social studies curriculum. These themes are developed through a rich variety of literature and
community resources. Students are introduced to the study of citizenship through a variety of
experiences that build on their understanding of themselves and their community, such as
identifying the rules of a school, learning about community workers, and exploring the role of
voting in a democracy. Students also learn about the purpose of several national holidays and
how they reflect the values, beliefs and ideals of our nation.
Students also study geography by using maps and globes to locate themselves on a continent, in
a country, state and community. They are introduced to simple map keys (north, south, east and
west) and locate the four major oceans and the seven continents. They also construct and
describe personal timelines while exploring the concept of change over time and cause and
effect.

WORLD LANGUAGE
First graders will begin to understand and speak basic conversational Spanish. Students will
learn vocabulary and phrases that will allow them to be able to express basic information about
themselves, their daily routines, numbers, animals, and their environment.

LIBRARY/RESEARCH SKILLS
First graders learn about the various sections in the library and to locate both fiction and
nonfiction collections. They learn to identify author, title and illustrator for any book, read and
hear a variety of fiction and nonfiction, and learn to distinguish unique characteristics of selected
authors’ and illustrators’ styles. First graders begin to recognize their personal preferences in
book selection. They also perform simple inquiry tasks using a variety of print and electronic
resources.

MUSIC
The K-4 elementary vocal music curriculum focuses upon the development of independent
musicianship. Singing is the foundation of all music skills as the voice is the instrument.
Music skills are sequentially taught through the musical processes of performing, responding,
creating and connecting. Students develop independent musicianship by learning to read and
write musical notation through grade appropriate songs. Exploring movement and creating new
arrangements of music through song games and rounds allows students to make choices towards
innovative solutions. Students listen and respond to music making cultural connections with
language arts, social studies, art, and science through interdisciplinary learning.
Communicating through the language of music enables students to independently explore the
world around them through self-expression.

VISUAL ARTS
Students in grades K-4 explore and create art work using subject matter of architecture, design,
landscape, portrait, still life, and symbol systems. They have many opportunities to explore a
variety of materials while building and practicing skills and techniques that increase in
complexity with each grade. Art units integrate classroom themes in language arts, social
studies, math, and science, and students develop an ability to transfer and apply knowledge from
one situation to another, which results in deep authentic learning. Following the Arts Propel
model of perception, production and reflection, students gain understanding and appreciation of
the visual arts and their role in the world around them, across cultures and throughout history.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
In first grade physical education students continue to build a repertoire of movement responses
related to manipulating objects (throwing, catching, kicking, etc.) ,loco-motor movements
(skipping, galloping, sliding, rolling) and non-locomotor movements (bending, twisting, turning)
and begin to refine these movements towards a mature form. Beyond beginning to understand
what the body can do, students begin to understand the concepts related to movement such as;
Effort (amount of muscular effort need for a particular movement as well as the speed and
rhythm of the movement ), Space (where the body can and should move in a given situation) and
Body Awareness (the relationship between the mover and other movers, boundaries, and
equipment. ) In addition, the first grade students begin to understand the physiological concepts
related to movement such as heart rate and strength as well as the importance of daily physical
activity. The learning environment in grade 1 emphasizes continued effort and exploration with
an emerging focus on having students tolerate initial failure and to keep trying.

SECOND GRADE
LANGUAGE ARTS
Reading
The second grade literacy program continues to strengthen and extend reading skills.
Throughout the year, students work to increase fluency and to acquire significant vocabulary.
There is continued emphasis on monitoring and self-correcting reading errors, improving
accuracy, and reading with phrasing and expression. Students engage in rich discussions about
books.
A wide variety of quality literature is used in second grade. Students read poetry, folk tales, fairy
tales, biographies, stories and informational texts. Skills and strategy instruction is integrated
into discussion about literature selections during guided reading lessons. Second grade students
are also taught to make appropriate book choices as they independently read for enjoyment and
information.

Writing
In second grade, the writing program continues to focus on writing as a means of personal
expression and as a way to convey meaning. Students learn to think (brainstorm for ideas and
topics), plan, draft, revise, edit, and share their writing with others. Although aspects of the
writing process are highlighted during classroom instruction, students come to understand how
they recur and interrelate during actual composing. Second grade writers continue to learn the
craft of writing: structure, development and language conventions.
Students have the opportunity to write for different audiences, for a specific purpose and in a
variety of forms including narrative, opinion, and informational writing.

MATHEMATICS
Second grade students continue to develop skills and concepts using manipulatives and clear
visual models. Students expand their understanding of the base-ten system by building on
previously taught concepts and moving from the use of concrete materials to pictorial
representations to abstract notation. Students develop fluency with adding and subtracting within
100. They work with numbers within1000 by comparing, ordering, and adding/subtracting them
using objects, pictures and symbols. Multiplication and division concepts for 2, 5, and 10 are
developed mid-year and expand to 3s and 4s by the end of the year. Second grade students learn
about standard units of linear measure. They build, draw, analyze, and reason about composing

and decomposing shapes in order to develop a foundation for understanding geometry concepts.
Students are encouraged to practice and apply concepts, solve challenging problems, and explain
their thinking both orally and in writing across all topics. Throughout the second grade
experience, the emphasis is on deep understanding which is characterized by flexible thinking
and problem solving.

SCIENCE
Second graders begin their study of science with a few experiences that help them develop an
understanding of what scientists do and how science plays a role in our everyday lives. During
the year, they study three science topics: Life Cycles, Forces, and Soils.
Life Cycles: Students study the life cycle of the Painted Lady butterfly and observe the changes
that occur on its journey from caterpillar to butterfly. Children learn to observe and record data
and add to their scientific vocabulary. Second graders also learn about how some organisms
grow and change while others go through a metamorphosis.
Forces: Inquiry and Investigations: Students work as collaborative groups to study topics of
choice such as magnets, static electricity, and motion. They read informational books, take notes
in research journals, and write books to share with others. Students also learn how to ask
testable questions, design and carry out investigations, and draw conclusions from their data. In
addition, students will work as teams of engineers to design, built, and test a project that uses
magnets.
Soils: Students study three types of soil – clay, humus and sand – through observations and
experiments. Students create a compost pile to understand how soil is made and also collect and
classify soils from their community. Second graders learn the difference between questions that
can be “looked-up” in books or on the Internet, and questions that students can investigate. They
are guided through the process of designing and conducting an investigation in order to answer a
question.

HEALTH
In second grade, students learn about the types of foods in each category of the food pyramid and
learn to plan a healthy breakfast. They begin to read food labels and learn to identify the salt,
sugar, fat and caffeine content of foods. The positive effects of daily physical exercise are
emphasized. Safety in school, at home and in the neighborhood is reinforced through classroom
lessons and a visit from the Farmington Youth Officer. Fire safety is taught by the Farmington
Fire Department. Students learn and practice how to express feelings in appropriate ways.
The negative effects of alcohol and tobacco are discussed and second grade students begin to
develop ways to “say no” in dangerous situations.

SOCIAL STUDIES
The second grade social studies curriculum expands on students’ developing understanding of
“Citizenship and Community” and “Maps: People and Places.” Students build upon their
understanding of democratic ideals and practices learned in first grade. Through explorations of
various groups such as family, schools, towns, cities and states, students learn about the concept

of communities. They also learn about other cultures and communities through stories from
other countries and explorations of traditional and national holidays. Students consider
similarities and differences between and among cultures and communities.
Students also build upon their learning of geography and deepen their understanding of
geographic features and terms. For example, they build upon their knowledge of how to use
maps and globes, continue to expand their geography vocabulary, and learn to locate and identify
specific places on a map.

LIBRARY/RESEARCH SKILLS
Second graders are introduced to a variety of new books, series, and authors, and can identify
their personal reading preferences. Second graders perform at least one inquiry project using
both print and electronic resources. They are taught note taking techniques and how to organize
information accessed from multiple sources. They learn how to access information from several
online databases.

MUSIC
The K-4 elementary vocal music curriculum focuses upon the development of independent
musicianship. Singing is the foundation of all music skills as the voice is the instrument.
Music skills are sequentially taught through the musical processes of performing, responding,
creating and connecting. Students develop independent musicianship by learning to read and
write musical notation through grade appropriate songs. Exploring movement and creating new
arrangements of music through song games and rounds allows students to make choices towards
innovative solutions. Students listen and respond to music making cultural connections with
language arts, social studies, art, and science through interdisciplinary learning.
Communicating through the language of music enables students to independently explore the
world around them through self-expression.
String instrument lessons begin in second grade. Participating students have a thirty-minute
lesson and a forty-minute group instruction class each week.

VISUAL ARTS
Students in grades K-4 explore and create art work using subject matter of architecture, design,
landscape, portrait, still life, and symbol systems. They have many opportunities to explore a
variety of materials while building and practicing skills and techniques that increase in
complexity with each grade. Art units integrate classroom themes in language arts, social
studies, math, and science, and students develop an ability to transfer and apply knowledge from
one situation to another, which results in deep authentic learning. Following the Arts Propel
model of perception, production and reflection, students gain understanding and appreciation of
the visual arts and their role in the world around them, across cultures and throughout history.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
In second grade students continue to refine fundamental manipulative, loco-motor and nonlocomotor skills with a strong focus on demonstrating mature form for selected skills. Students
also begin to become more sophisticated in using the vocabulary of movement related to Body,
Effort and Space concepts. Second grade students are engaged in a variety of individual, partner
and small group activities with a focus on using their emerging skills in developmentally
appropriate activities in games, exercise, gymnastics and adventure activities. In second grade
students begin to understand the components of fitness and start to become familiar with
assessments for each. The learning environment is focused on students developing their
competence, confidence and persistence in movement.

THIRD GRADE
LANGUAGE ARTS
Reading
The third grade literacy program further develops the skills and strategies necessary for reading
and understanding texts independently while also nurturing interest in a variety of genres.
Through a program rich in fiction and non-fiction, students continue to acquire vocabulary, and
to apply multiple reading strategies while fluently reading increasingly more complex texts.
During the year, students participate in units of study when they learn specific strategies to
enhance understanding of fiction, non-fiction, and poetry selections.
Third grade students continue to develop the ability to comprehend a variety of texts. They read
silently most of the time and begin to focus on the deeper meaning of the text. Readers are able
to sustain silent reading and understanding over longer periods of time as well as through longer
texts. Readers begin to show interest in a wide variety of genre including realistic fiction,
biography, historical fiction, science fiction and informational text. Third graders are able to
integrate a variety of reading skills and strategies to enhance understanding of text. They write
about text-related ideas and participate in discussions to share interpretations with others.

Writing
Third grade writers continue to learn the craft of writing: structure, development and language
conventions. Students become increasingly familiar with the recursive nature of the writing
process as they think (brainstorm for ideas and topics), plan, draft, revise, edit and share their
writing with others. Students have the opportunity to write for different audiences, for a specific
purpose and in a variety of forms including narrative, opinion, and informational writing.

MATHEMATICS
Third grade students continue to develop skills and concepts using manipulatives and clear visual
models. Students expand their understanding of the base-ten system by building on previously
taught concepts and moving from the use of concrete materials to pictorial representations to
abstract notation. Students develop fluency with multiplication and division within 100 using
equal size groups, arrays, and area models. They develop an understanding of fractions. They
compare and classify 2 dimensional shapes and apply fraction and multiplication concepts to
determine area. Students are encouraged to practice and apply concepts, solve challenging
problems, and explain their thinking both orally and in writing across all topics. Throughout the
third grade experience, the emphasis is on deep understanding which is characterized by flexible
thinking and problem solving.

SCIENCE
Third grade students will develop a sense of appreciation and wonder about our world by
engaging in the following units of study.
Organisms and Habitats: In this integrated unit, students access and synthesize information
from multiple sources in order to learn how changes in an environment affect organisms. They
study the variety of ecosystems around the world and how organisms survive in their habitats.
After participating in a collaborative inquiry study about a related topic of interest, students
compose informational picture books in order to document and expand their understanding of the
world.
Earth’s Resources: Students discover what rocks and minerals are made of and how they are
formed. Students explore the similarities and differences among several minerals by conducting
tests on the minerals and developing a systematic way to record and classify their observations.
These activities introduce students to the way geologists study rocks and minerals. Students also
learn about other earth resources and are introduced to the need and importance of conservation
and recycling.

HEALTH
In grade three, students continue to study nutrition by learning to plan a healthy menu for a day
using the food pyramid as a guide. They chart their daily physical activity and set personal
fitness goals. “Home Alone” and “Bike, Skateboard, In-Line Skating Safety and Fire Safety”
presentations are made to each third grade classroom by the Farmington Youth Officer and the
Farmington Fire Department. Students learn to express feelings in healthy, appropriate ways.

SOCIAL STUDIES
The third grade students will engage in an integrated unit of study in nonfiction reading and
writing, while learning about the impact of European colonization on the cultures of both the
Native Americans and the Colonial Americans. Using an inquiry process, students will work
individually and in collaborative groups to explore the Social Studies themes of Culture and
cultural diversity, and the theme of interactions among individuals, groups, and institutions.
Students will explore how cultures are dynamic and change over time and how different cultures
influence each other. Students will explore the connection between how groups and individuals
choose to resolve conflicts and the impact of those choices.

LIBRARY/RESEARCH SKILLS
Third grade students learn to access books in the library collection via the online catalog, in
order to retrieve sources to meet personal and assigned needs. Third grade students are
introduced to a variety of series, authors, and genres through book talks and read-alouds. They
perform at least one research/inquiry project using a variety of print and electronic resources.
They are introduced to several digital methods of communicating their results, and learn the
importance of giving credit to sources.

MUSIC
The K-4 elementary vocal music curriculum focuses upon the development of independent
musicianship. Singing is the foundation of all music skills as the voice is the instrument.
Music skills are sequentially taught through the musical processes of performing, responding,
creating and connecting. Students develop independent musicianship by learning to read and
write musical notation through grade appropriate songs. Exploring movement and creating new
arrangements of music through song games and rounds allows students to make choices towards
innovative solutions. Students listen and respond to music making cultural connections with
language arts, social studies, art, and science through interdisciplinary learning.
Communicating through the language of music enables students to independently explore the
world around them through self-expression.
String instrument lessons continue in third grade. Students have a thirty-minute lesson and a
forty-minute group instruction class each week.

VISUAL ARTS
Students in grades K-4 explore and create art work using subject matter of architecture, design,
landscape, portrait, still life, and symbol systems. They have many opportunities to explore a
variety of materials while building and practicing skills and techniques that increase in
complexity with each grade. Art units integrate classroom themes in language arts, social
studies, math, and science, and students develop an ability to transfer and apply knowledge from
one situation to another, which results in deep authentic learning. Following the Arts Propel
model of perception, production and reflection, students gain understanding and appreciation of
the visual arts and their role in the world around them, across cultures and throughout history.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Third grade students begin to purposefully apply their increasingly mature fundamental skills in
increasingly more complex and specialized environments. For instance, in a modified game,
students are challenged to throw both close and far from the body, while standing still or
running, and to targets that can be stationary or moving. Students are challenged to take discrete
gymnastic-like skills they have developed, such as rolling or jumping and landing, and to start
combining these skills with smooth transitions and connecting movement between them. Third
grade students utilize their growing movement vocabulary as they work in small groups and
begin to assess their own performance as well as the performance of others. Students also
experience practicing the Connecticut Physical Fitness Assessment (CPFA) and understanding
their own results.

FOURTH GRADE
LANGUAGE ARTS
Reading
The fourth grade literacy program continues the development of skills and strategies necessary
for reading and understanding more complex texts independently while also broadening a wide
interest in reading. Through a program rich in both fiction and non-fiction, students continue to
build extensive vocabulary, and to apply multiple reading strategies while fluently reading more
complex texts. During the year, students participate in units of study where they learn specific
strategies to enhance understanding of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections. Fourth grade
readers continue to practice choosing books that best match their personal interests and skill
levels, and they are expected to read self-selected books independently throughout the year.
Fourth grade students continue to develop the ability to comprehend a variety of texts. They
read silently most of the time. They can sustain reading, interest and understanding over long
texts. They analyze words in flexible ways and attempt to figure out unfamiliar, multi-syllable
words in flexible ways. When reading, students are involved in a continuous process of building
background knowledge, which they use to understand increasingly complex ideas. They
continue to acquire new vocabulary through reading and to use reading as a tool for learning in
the content areas. As they read a wide variety of texts, fourth grade readers apply higher level
thinking skills and form interpretations. They integrate a variety of reading skills and strategies
to enhance understanding of a text, and they become increasingly adept at sharing text-related
ideas in written responses and in discussions with others.

Writing
In fourth grade, the writing program continues to emphasize the writing process, the writing
traits and reflective thinking. Students use the recursive nature of the writing process as they
generate topics, plan, draft, revise, edit and share their writing with a
variety of audiences. Students continue have opportunities to write for different audiences, for
specific purposes and in a variety of forms including narrative, opinion, and informational
writing.

MATHEMATICS
Fourth grade students continue to develop skills and concepts using manipulatives and clear
visual models. Students expand their understanding of the base-ten system by building on
previously taught concepts and moving from the use of concrete materials to pictorial
representations to abstract notation. Students develop fluency using the four operations with
multi-digit whole numbers. They extend understanding of fractions, including decimal notation
for fractions. Students solve problems involving measurement and conversion of measurement.

They draw and identify lines and angles, and classify shapes by their properties. Students are
encouraged to practice and apply concepts, solve challenging problems, and explain their
thinking both orally and in writing across all topics. Throughout the fourth grade experience, the
emphasis is on deep understanding which is characterized by flexible thinking and problem
solving.

SCIENCE
There are three science units in fourth grade and students will learn to develop a sense of
appreciation and wonder by working in the following units of study.
Energy, Electricity and Magnetism: Students learn the basic properties of electricity, electric
circuits and magnetism. They experiment with battery-powered circuits and magnetic fields.
Students develop an understanding of electricity as a form of energy and consider how energy,
electricity, and magnetism have an impact on everyone’s lives.
Properties of Matter: Fourth grade students learn that materials have properties that can be
identified and described through the use of simple tests. They sort and classify materials based
on properties such as dissolving in water, sinking and floating, conducting heat, and attracting to
magnets. Students develop the understanding that heating and cooling cause changes in some of
the properties of materials. They study the effect of heating on the melting, evaporation,
condensation, and freezing of water.
Land and Water: Students investigate the interactions between land and water. They are
introduced to the concept that water plays an important role in shaping the earth. Using a stream
table, students experience first-hand how water changes the shape of land and how land features
affect water flow.

HEALTH
Fourth grade students learn how to be safe at school and in the community. They begin to
discuss the differences between appropriate and inappropriate behavior at school and in the
community. A presentation on vandalism, shoplifting and dangerous weapons is made by the
Farmington Youth Officer. Fire safety is taught by the Farmington Fire Department. Students
learn the importance of talking to a trusted adult about health and safety concerns and they
practice listening and communication skills. They learn how to take care of personal hygiene
and to recognize the beginning signs of puberty. Fourth grade students learn about the effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs, and they practice refusal skills that include how to handle peer
pressure.

SOCIAL STUDIES
The first Social Studies unit in fourth grade, Regions of the United States, focuses on the regional
and national character of the United States with an emphasis on the Northeast. Students develop
key geography skills and learn the impact of geography on people’s lives. Students also explore
the importance of history to regional and national culture.

The second Social Studies unit in fourth grade, Journey to Independence, introduces students to
the major causes of the American Revolution, important historical figures and their
contributions, and helps students to understand the roles of cooperation and conflict in gaining
freedom from Britain and in forming a new nation. Students explore what caused the colonists
to seek their freedom, the impact of this quest, and the reasons why colonists were able to win
their independence. Students also learn about Farmington’s role in the American Revolution.

LIBRARY/RESEARCH SKILLS
Fourth grade students continue their use of the online catalog, learning to modify keywords and
to use visual searches to improve search results. They are introduced to new books, series, and
authors through read-alouds, book talks, digital book reviews, and peer recommendations. They
learn techniques for accessing information in online resources. They communicate research
results using a variety of online tools. They also learn to evaluate web sites for usefulness and
truthfulness.

MUSIC
The K-4 elementary vocal music curriculum focuses upon the development of independent
musicianship. Singing is the foundation of all music skills as the voice is the instrument.
Music skills are sequentially taught through the musical processes of performing, responding,
creating and connecting. Students develop independent musicianship by learning to read and
write musical notation through grade appropriate songs. Exploring movement and creating new
arrangements of music through song games and rounds allows students to make choices towards
innovative solutions. Students listen and respond to music making cultural connections with
language arts, social studies, art, and science through interdisciplinary learning.
Communicating through the language of music enables students to independently explore the
world around them through self-expression.
String instrument lessons continue in fourth grade. Students have a thirty-minute lesson and a
forty-minute group instruction class each week. Fourth grade students also participate in the
school orchestra and may join the school chorus. Students are able to sight read musical phrases
and perform a solo on their instrument.

VISUAL ARTS
Students in grades K-4 explore and create art work using subject matter of architecture, design,
landscape, portrait, still life, and symbol systems. They have many opportunities to explore a
variety of materials while building and practicing skills and techniques that increase in
complexity with each grade. Art units integrate classroom themes in language arts, social
studies, math, and science, and students develop an ability to transfer and apply knowledge from
one situation to another, which results in deep authentic learning. Following the Arts Propel
model of perception, production and reflection, students gain understanding and appreciation of
the visual arts and their role in the world around them, across cultures and throughout history.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Fourth grade students continue to refine their skills but now do so in increasingly specialized
game, gymnastic, exercise, and adventure environments. Students work on using a particular
skill for a particular purpose and to demonstrate effective and efficient movement. Students are
engaged in more complex games (numbers of players, boundaries, rules), gymnastic routines, as
well as exercise and adventure activities that challenge them physically, socially and
intellectually. They are heavily invested in assessing their own performance and understanding
what a quality performance looks like. The learning environment is focused on producing
students who are competent, confident and persistent movers and are inclined to make regular
physical activity a part of their day.

TECHNOLOGY
In grade 4, the technology program emphasizes beginning keyboarding and word processing
skills. Students receive instruction in basic typing skills with opportunities to practice through
an electronic tutorial. Students use a word processing program to edit and revise their work. In
the library, students learn the basics of searching data bases, the electronic catalog, and the
Internet to assist in their research on a wide variety of topics.

